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About This Game

WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING ABOUT ERSATZ
"It’s the immaculate sound design and tremendous freedom of movement that makes Ersatz so satisfying to play."

- Rock Paper Shotgun

"If you're a fan of seriously good music and challenging platformers, stop right now and go get it. It's very simple to get into,
difficult to master and it's a damn treat for the ears."

- Gaming On Linux

"...Out of every game I've reviewed on this channel and probably every game I will review, this has got to be one of the most
overlooked, under rated and underappreciated of them all."

- The Hidden Chest

"For a game made by one person, ERSATZ is one of the most polished games I've ever played!"
- Peppage

_____________________________________________________________________

WHAT IS ERSATZ?
ERSATZ is a speed focused, hardcore Action Platformer with Rhythm elements. Featuring a multiple genre Original

Electronic Soundtrack which dynamically builds and changes based on your progression!
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Run, Jump, Slam, Slide, Dash & Survive your way through 8 varied and increasingly intense levels, in multiple modes &
playstyles, starring tricky level hazards and enemies and even tougher bosses.

Use the unique dash mechanics to move as fast as you can, trying to chase down that elusive 'S' rank. Learning the game is
simple, mastering it is not...

_____________________________________________________________________

Original Soundtrack by game's creator, with genres including:
House, Trance, Synthwave, DnB, Techno & More!

_____________________________________________________________________

Also Inlcuding:

TYPE BETA & TYPE GAMMA: Unlockable alternative playstyles with their own times & grades

JOURNEY MODE: Try & complete all 8 levels as fast as you can. Do it in under 60mins for a special reward. For
experts & speedrunners!

INFINITE MODE: Infinite dash energy, go wild and set crazy times on the mode's own leaderboards!

SYNTH RUSH: Challenge any individual or ALL of the bosses of ERSATZ against the clock!

STEAM LEADERBOARDS: See how your times stack up compared to other players all over the world on Windows,
Mac & Linux (viewable in game!)

VIBRATION: With full controller support. Feel your controller vibrate to the beat!

Design, Art, Animation, Programming & Music all by Paris Stalker (that's me!).
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Publisher:
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To cover up some few thing,
activating this dlc will give you extra inventory space and (correct me if i am wrong) remove chat restriction, expands character
slot 6 from 2, and increases the amount of money you can hold by 500. (1500 to 2000)
Does it worth the money? It depends. In my opinion its worth it beacuse it adds more gameplay into the game. But if i were you,
i would save even more and have the ultimate edition which will unlock a new weapon, and a new arial mode called skimming
along with episodes.
Also this dlc will not unlock water power.

To activate the dlc in-game you need to create a character, finish or skip the tutorial, open market and activate the code there.

8\/10. Well, I bought this game for the lolz because it looked kinda cheesy. I only played 30 minutes but it was more fun than I
expected. The hospital was even slightly creepy. It also is quite challenging since you die pretty quick and can get infected.
Yeah, the graphics are pretty basic, everything lacks details but then again, it was only 0.98 EUR.
This game is for you if you like lucky bags and gumball machines.

The Dev also seems like a nice guy (I did not speak to him, but I read the discussions), which is a plus I guess.

. Beautiful music, Good graphic, Nice story, Awesome character, and a Special gameplay. Price is too cheap for this game.
Need more Chinese RPG game like that on steam, I will buy all.. I haven't played it for long since when I tried to customize a
unit you can only really change the colours, and the models only come in different gun presets, if you are expecting anything
like the spaceship version but just TD styled, you are greatly mistaken, the only customization here are stats and colours.. Fun
little audio visualizer! Also works perfect with Windows Mixed Reality!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=tljHi1PRUfU. Although the content could have been expanded a bit more, with the tribal
stage and city stage being basically the same, and the space stage becoming a tedious grinder, I found spore very fun, but also a
bit buggy. Seeing as it's a decade old, I'd say it's a pretty good game for its time. Definetly worth a try, but 20$ is a bit too much
for how old it is. I recommend waiting until it's a least half off.. Watch my antigravity ship explode simulator. Not for me I'm
afraid but if you like this type of game then I'm sure you'll have fun, it looks good and has obviously had a lot of work put into it
so I will give a thumbs up. If they remove the obstacles and add racing with Ai and maybe a few weapons I would buy it again I
did like the idea of the energy walls.. I voted for this game on Greenlight and I bought a copy as soon as it became available for
Linux and it doesn't disappoint. Overall, it's a very fun game. It's a retro style bullet hell arcade twin stick shooter with really
catchy music. The game play is fun and addicting. The levels aren't long, but there appear to be plenty of them. You can choose
which route you take, which alters which levels you do and adds to the replay value. At present, there are plenty of levels to
choose from and there will be even more once the game gets a full release. The game has beautifully colorful 2D classic arcade
top-down graphics. It also has really low system requirements. The game even runs at full speed on my 1 GHz dual core laptop
with 3GB RAM and AMD HD6290 graphics. So, it can probably run on most anything.

There are only a couple minor issues right now, but its Eary Access and you have to expect these things. One issue is that the
Upgrades feature doesn't work in Linux. Pushing that on either my laptop or my gaming desktop causes the game to crash. This
makes the game considerably more difficult as the levels progress and the enemies become tougher. The second issue is that the
controller support is a bit lacking. The left (movement) stick is fine, but the right (aiming) stick has limited range and stays on
the left side of the screen, making it about impossible to switch directions of fire. But, that's not a deal breaker as the keyboard
and mouse controls work fine. Plus, the dev team on this game seems really friendly and they're active on the discussions
boards. They're actively seeking feedback and looking for problems, so I expect they'll have these problems ironed out before
too long. Once they do, the game will be perfect.. Lovingly detailed sprite based RTS. I've had populations of over 24,000 units
(villagers in mines included) on my side alone on a huge skirmish map with 6 other computer controlled players. You must farm
or fish (food), chop wood, quarry stone, mine coal, Iron and gold to supply your army. I love this game and will die playing this
game. Easily my favorite RTS of all time. Its cheap no reason not to add it to your RTS library. Give it a go!. Very generous to
upgrade existing Life of Pixel owners to the Super version.
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the game would have been good if it didnt keep lagging. there needs to be an update because at the part where u step into the
water it kept showing underneath the map instead of water so there definetly needs to be some fixes here. Who wouldn't want
more crazy vision cards to play with?. I can\u00b4t make this works at all. How do i claim that stuff from dlc i buy it?? pls help
me i don't recive anything in the game!. Check out my review of this DLC here:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/ldYWVKNDTV0
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